
IMPORTANT OWNER-OPERATOR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

A7701 / A7702 
FORTRESS GAS LOCK 

APPLICATION: 
Dual Propane Tank Setups 

https://www.carid.com/rv-appliances.html
http://www.carid.com/torklift/


A7701/A7702 INVENTORY LIST 
1- Propane Lock U-Bracket 1- Pin Lock 
1- Propane Lock Handle  1- Washer SS 
1- Theft Deterrent Decal  1-  Rubber Lock Spacer 

ASSEMBLY 
Step 1- 

Between the two propane tanks, remove the handle from the threaded rod. *If 
equipped with a "C" shaped propane regulator bracket, move the bracket so only the 
lower portion is attached to the threaded rod. If your propane regulator bracket is shaped 
like the one in Photo 1.1, remove it completely. 
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Step 2- 
Place the Propane Lock U-Bracket over the threaded rod with the feet pointing 

down. If your coach is equipped with a propane regulator bracket, place the Propane 
Lock U-Bracket with the small hole facing away from the regulator. If your coach is not 
equipped with a Propane Regulator, place the Propane Lock U-bracket with the small 
hole facing toward the easiest side to reach. 

Step 3- 
If equipped, place the propane regulator bracket over the threaded rod and allow it 

to rest on top of the Propane Lock U-Bracket. Place the Washer SS over the threaded 
rod. Thread the Propane Lock Handle onto the threaded rod and tighten until the 
propane bottles are secure. Rotate the Propane Lock Handle so one of the locking holes 
lines up with the hole in the Propane Lock U-Bracket. (Photo 1.1) Occasionally the 
threaded rod will not be tall enough to fully install the Propane Lock Handle. In most 
cases, the threaded rod can be loosened from below to provide the required height. 

Step 4- 
Install the Rubber Lock Spacer onto the male end of the Pin Lock. Install the 

male end of the Pin Lock from the bottom side of the Propane Lock U-Bracket. With 
the key removed, push the female end of the Pin Lock onto the male end of the Pin Lock 
until you hear a “snap.” Make sure to check that the Pin Lock is securely fastened by 
pulling the female end of the Pin Lock away from the male end. 

Step 5- 
 To remove the Pin Lock, insert the key and twist clockwise. Pull the two sides of 

the Pin Lock apart and remove from Propane Lock U-Bracket and Propane Lock 
Handle. 

Step 6- 
Apply the Theft Deterrent Decal onto the propane tank cover or the tank itself. 
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